Abstract-One of the fundamental problem of the mobile robots is self-localization, i.e. to estimate the self-position by comparing sensor data and a map. In non-stationary environments, a robot should avoid to use changed objects as landmarks in the localization. However, in most previous localization methods, it is assumed that there is no change, or changes are easily identified by sensing. In this paper, we propose a self-localization method that is robust against changes in environments. The method identilies changes from noisy and ambiguous sensor data. Since an object with a random shape may he added at a random position, it generates and utilizes multiple hypotheses about the changes. A number of simulation experiments have been performed in various environments, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In indoor environments, mobile robots are expected to operate for floor cleaning, luggage transfer, patrol, amusements, etc. One of the fundamental problems of the mobile robots is self-localization, i.e. to estimate the selfposition within the environment by acquiring sensnr data and comparing them with a map.
The problem is often referred to Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) [ll, [ZI, [31, 141, [61, 1111. Besides, Howard et al. proposed a method for selecting distinctive landmarks by performing error analysis for global localization [5] . Se et al. deals with the problem of searching optimal position relationship among several viewpoints [7] .
In small and stationary environments, the localization problem is simple, and solved by existing localization methods, such as Kalman filter, etc. On the other hand, in large or non-stationary environments, there are difficult problems to he solved.
In large environments, there may be several similar locations. Thus, a set of sensor data acquired by a robot at these locations would be similar to each other. Therefore, the robot can not uniquely determine the self-position by sensor data at a single location, and should handle multiple hypotheses about the self-position 1101.
In non-stationary environments, the environment map may be partially or completely wrong, due to changes of object configuration. Thus, even a self-position determined uniquely from the map may be incorrect. Therefore, we should also consider multiple hypotheses about changes of object configuration. Otherwise, a robot may execute selflocalization based on a wrong model of the environment. However, many previous studies explicitly/implicitly assumed that such changes can be reliably detected by sensing.
Due to sensor uncertainty, it becomes often difficult to classify all of observed objects into changed or unchanged. We need to generate possible hypotheses about the classifications [SI. Then, the localization will be performed by using those objects that are classified as unchanged in many reliable hypotheses.
We need also to deal with the problem of identifying changes from noisy and ambiguous sensor data [91. Generally, the larger the uncertainty of sensor data is, the more difficult it is to identify a change. Taking into account that an object with a random shape may appear at a random position, the possibility that each object is changed should be evaluated.
Based on the above idea, in this paper, we will propose a self-localization method that is robust against changes in environments. We will also show the results of simulation in which a robot performs self-localization for a number of virtual environments with random changes. The environments are classified into some groups according to difficulty of localization, and over 1,000 experiments have been performed for each group. Consequently, the effectiveness of the proposed method will be demonstrated.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Changes in the environments
There are two kinds of changes in environments. One is the appearance of objects that were not recorded on the map, which we call "added object". The other is the disappearance of objects that were recorded on the map, which we call "removed object" (Fig. 1) . In relation to them, a movement of an already-existing objects inside the work space is represented by a combination of two changes, an added object at one position, and a removed object at another position.
B. Sensor data
Suppose that a robot acquires 2D omni-directional range data by rotating a range sensor in the horizontal plane. We also assume that the azimuth resolution is not high enough to recognize accurate shapes of objects. Therefore. only 2D positions and rough sizes of objects, as well as free spaces can be sensed. The sensor noise is represented by a random variable
where Ad, and Adb are certain constants.
C. Given map
We chose an environment map called "grid map", which is a two-dimensional array of cells corresponding to a horizontal grid imposed on the area. Each cell corresponds to a IO[cm] by lO[cm] square area, and has one of three states: 'occupied', 'free' or 'unobserved', describing the occupancy of the area. 'unobserved' represents that the area has not been observed yet. 'occupied' and 'free' represent the area is observed as occupied and free, respectively.
D. Purpose of the localization
The purpose of the localization is to refine a n estimation D of the robot position ( x r , y r , 0,) as accurate as possible, by using the sensor data and the map. (Fig. 2 ). An initial estimation is also given as such a 3D region.
E. Main stages of localization
The localization process is formed by three stages 1) extracting objects by clustering data points that are 2) detecting obviously changed objects by comparing 3) estimating robot position taking into account nnobneighboring to each other. the extracted objects with the map. vious changes that have not been detected.
SENSOR DATA PROCESSING
A. Extracting objects
At first, objects are extracted from sensor data, by clustering data points neighboring to each other. The clustering is executed by searching object boundaries in the data points (Fig. 3 ). An extracted object is called a "sensed object". Object boundaries are found in the following two cases.
Discontinuous data points are regarded as boundaries (The boundary type 'X' in Fig. 3 ). To find such boundaries, each data point is tested if the difference between the data and a neighboring data is larger than a threshold T,.
. Assuming mnst objects are convex, a sequence of data points that has a local maximum is regarded as belonging to plural objects, then such local maxima are regarded as boundaries (The bonndruy type 'Y' in Fig. 3 ). To find such boundaries, each data is tested if it is larger by T, than its both neighbors.
Then, every cluster that contains more than 2 data points is regarded as a sensed object. In Fig. 3 , the cluster 'Z' contains only 1 data point, then it is not regarded as a sensed object. By the process, the sensor uncertainty can be reduced to some extent.
B. Detecting obvious changes
If a sensed object matches an object in the map assuming the robot is at a possible position p € D, the sensed object can be unchanged. Otherwise, it is regarded as obvious change, and eliminated from S. The matching of an object pair is tested by assuming that the robot is at p. test if for all sensor data belonging to the sensed object, there is at least one occupied cell within a tolerance area of the data,
( 2 )
C. Dealing with unobvious changes
A sensed object with low possibility of change is appropriate to be used in self-localization. In this section, we will describe a method for evaluating the likelihood U ( s ) that a sensed object s is changed. If U ( s ) is smaller than a threshold T3, the sensed object is regarded as unchanged.
Suppose an object with a random shape may appear at a random position. Some combinations of possible shapes and positions correspond to the sensed object. The number of such combinations is in proportion to the probability that the sensed object is changed, and regarded as U ( s ) . U(,) can be represented by the number U,(s) of possible positions and the number Us(.) of possible shapes as: is approximated by the volume of the 3D region D.
Similarly, by describing shape of sensed object by a certain set of parameters, U,(,) will be represented as the number of possible parameters. We need simple parameterization in order to achieve efficient algorithm. For this reason, shape of object is described by only two parameters, depth and width. The meaning of width and depth are described in Fig. 4(a) . Using such simple parameters is appropriate because the sensors can not acquire detailed shapes of objects.
A database 0 of objects that can be added in the environment is introduced. As an example, 0 has 5 chairs, 2 desks, 1 shelf in the environment. We will describe an example of 0 in Section V. U,(s) is represented by the number of those objects in 0 that match sensed objects in shape.
D. Uncertainty in object shape
To represent the ambiguity in the shape of a sensed object, an upper and a lower bound uuppe,.u,o,e, of a , as In the rest of this section, we will describe the detailed algorithm for estimating slower, aYpper, blow,, and b,,,,. Let r,, and rmin respectively denote the largest and the smallest data belonging to the sensed object. 0 denote the opening angle of the object. Then, a is approximated by and aup,,.alower will he obtained from an upper bound and a lower bound % , , , , , of 0. Let us represent data points belonging to s by Figure 4 describes some of these parameters.
Since the back of the object is occluded by itself, always buppr is infinity. biower is obtained as (r--rmiJ 6, , , , , , is obtained as the opening angle between pi and p j . The procedure for computing e.,,, depends on the visibility of the object: 1 ) If either of p i or p j is out of the sensor range, .9u,,er is infinity.
2 ) Otherwise, if there exist data points {pi,, ..., pi-l} or {pj+,, ..., p j , } whose ranges are smaller than or equal to r,,, assume that they occlude the object. Then, is obtained as the opening angle between pi, and pi,.
IS obtained as the opening angle between p i and pi. Note as described in the step 1 and the step 2, if the boundaries of the object are not visible, the uncertainty of the object can become very large.
) Otherwise,
IV. LOCALIZATION
A. Generating hypotheses
The uncertainty U p ( s ) of the robot position often becomes too large to classify all of sensed objects into changed or unchanged. Therefore, instead of classifying the changes uniquely, the proposed method generates where all sensed objects in h match the map.
B. Validating hypotheses
The reliabilities of possible hypotheses are validated in an iterative process. At first, a variable S is initialized as the set of sensed objects. Then, S and H are alternately updated in two phases:
. sensed objects in S are validated by using H , and . hypotheses in H are validated by using S , and unreuntil neither S nor H is updated. The algorithms for updating H and S are as follows.
[Algorithm for updating SI Each sensed object s E S is tested if it can be regarded as unchanged. Concretely, for each hypothesis k E H that contains s, the following procedure is executed. After the above processes, the resulted H is used for estimating the robot position.
) Compute a 3D region
C. Estimating robot position
The robot position is estimated by a voting algorithm. A 3D array G is used for recording the score of each robot position ( x r , y r , er). For each hypothesis k E H , compute D, where all of sensed objects in h match the map, and vote to all positions in Dh. Then, it is regarded that the robot exists at a position having high score. Finally, all positions are sorted according to the score.
Sometimes, any hypothesis does not survive in the process of validating hypotheses. In such a case, it is regarded that the ambiguity of the sensor data is too large, and the estimation D of the robot position is not updated.
V. SIMULATION
We will show some results of simulation, in which a robot performs self-localization in a number of virtual environments as well as various changes. Figure S shows examples of the pairs of maps and environments used in the experiments. For the simulation, over 1,000 pairs of various maps and environments are generated automatically. Pairs of maps and environments are generated in the following procedure:
A. Experimental setup
Generate a map by adding new objects at random positions where different objects do not overlap each other. New object is generated as a square whose vertexes are placed at random positions, so that the vertical and the horizontal width of the object becomes smaller than 3[m].
Generate an environment by moving alreadyexisting objects or adding new objects in a map. To move objects, randomly determine the number n 
changer.
Some examples of lrutial map and environment in the experiment. A is the number of sensor dala points, while B / A represents the rale of of objects to be moved, select n objects to he moved randomly, then move them to random positions, where they do not overlap other objects. The performance of the proposed method is compared with that of a conventional method called simple matching method (SM). In SM, a score is assigned to each robot Dosition in D. then reeards that the hieher the score is. B: amount of sensor data returned from changed objects in the environment. The larger A is, the easier it is to estimate the robot position accurately, using the mutual relationship between the sensor data. The larger B is, the easier it is to cause miss-recognitions. Figure 6 shows the results of experiments. In the figures, 'uncertainty' represents the ranking of the actual robot position in a sequence of robot positions, which are sorted by the proposed method or SM. "rate of experiments" represents how many experiments resulted in the corresponding 'uncertainty' value. As described in Section IV-C, the proposed method sometimes does not update the estimation D of the robot position, when it decides the uncertainty is too large. Such results are SM can not obtain accurate results even when rate of changes BIA is low. One of the main reasons is that the sensor noise is too large to distinguish objects by their shape, thus SM often updates the estimation D by using even sensor data returned from changed objects. When rate of changes B / A i 0.6, the proposed method can estimate the robot position accurately, and the actual robot position is ranked the top 30.
B. Results of the experiments
When rate of changes BIA > 0.6, even the proposed method can not estimate the robot position accurately.
The rate of changes BIA < 0.6, where the proposed method performs well, is satisfied in typical office environments. Besides, we think the robustness can be strengthened by using more detailed information of objects (e.g. color, height of objects).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A. Conclusions
In this paper, we have addressed a problem of mobile robot self-localization in non-stationaty environment. We have also proposed some methods to cope with changes in environments, identifying changes, as well as generating multiple hypotheses about changes. The robustness and the accuracy of our localization method have been successfully demonstrated via a number of simulation experiments. 
B. Future Works
In dynamic environments, the world is separated in dynamic and static objects and also the dynamics of the moving objects are modeled as for moving objects as they obey continuity constraints. As our future work, we will develop a real-time localization method that works in real dynamic environments.
